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ABSTRACT: We used shell-isolated nanoparticle-en-
hanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS) to systematically
study the adsorption of pyridine on low-index Au(hkl) and
Pt(hkl) single crystal electrodes. Our gold-core silica-shell
nanoparticles (Au@SiO2NPs) boost the intensity of Raman
scattering from molecules adsorbed on atomically flat
surfaces. The average enhancement factor reaches 106 for
Au(110) and 105 for Pt(110), which is comparable to or
even greater than that obtained for bare gold NPs (a widely
adopted SERS substrate). 3D-FDTD simulations reveal
that this large enhancement is due to the transfer of the
“hotspots” from NP-NP gaps to NP-surface gaps. We also
found that the SHINERS intensity strongly depends on the
surface crystallographic orientation, with differences up to a
factor of 30. Periodic DFT calculations and theoretical
analysis of dielectric functions indicate that this facet-
dependence is predominantly governed by the dielectric
property of the surface. The results presented in this work
may open up new approaches for the characterization
of adsorbates and reaction pathways on a wide range of
smooth surfaces.

Spectroscopy affords a powerful way to explore structure and
reaction pathways at surfaces. Raman spectroscopy1 in parti-

cular provides fingerprint information to fully characterize surface
species. However, Raman scattering is intrinsically weak and at
surfaces only a (sub)monolayer of molecules contribute the desired
structural information. Signal strength may be increased by using
surface plasmons (SPs)2 to focus light; however this strategy requires
nanoscale features to support localized or propagating SPmodes, and
therefore classical surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)3 is not
applicable to the study of atomically flat single crystal surfaces. Thus,
new structurally sensitive in situ techniques are necessary, as well-
defined single crystals are an essential platform for exploring correla-
tions between interfacial structure and reactivity in surface science.

Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)4 and attenuated
total reflection (ATR)5 are two methods of focusing light which
have been used to increase signal strength in the study of single
crystal surfaces. However, both approaches have their limitations.

With ATR, the number of molecules sampled is large but the
enhancement factor (EF) is only 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.
With TERS, the EF may be as high as 10 orders of magnitude,6

but only a few molecules, which are located in the nanosized gap
between tip and single crystal surface, are sampled. Conse-
quently, the total number of Raman scattered photons is much
smaller than that of SERS. The rather limited number of works
employing both techniques including ordinary SERS to single
crystal surface studies illustrates the severe difficulties in their
practical implementation.7 Alternative approaches are highly
desirable to expand the morphological generality of SERS.

Recently, we have introduced shell-isolated nanoparticle-en-
hanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS).8 Here, thousands of
nanoparticles (NPs) with a gold core and an ultrathin silica shell
are spread over a surface. The gold core focuses light and provides
Raman signal enhancement by acting as a SP substrate while the
silica shell prevents the core from interferingwith the systemunder
study. The great advantage of SHINERS is that it combines the
strengths of ATR and TERS: many molecules benefit from the
enhancement (as in ATR), and the EF is quite large (as in TERS).
We and Gewirth’s group have already shown that this method can
be used to obtain high-quality spectra from atomically smooth
Au(111), Au(100), Pt(111), Cu(111), Cu(100), and Rh(111)
single crystal surfaces,9 but the systematic exploration of other
facets and the quantitative evaluation of Raman scattering en-
hancement remain as significant obstacles to the development of
SHINERS as a general tool for surface science.

In the present work we report high-quality SHINERS spectra
of pyridine adsorbed on low-index Au(hkl) and Pt(hkl) electro-
des. We use three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain
(3D-FDTD) simulations and slab-model based periodic density
functional theory (DFT) calculations to address the nature of the
unexpectedly strong Raman signal observed.

SHINERS NPs having a gold core (∼55 nm in diameter) and
an ultrathin silica shell (2�3 nm)were prepared according to refs
8 and 9c. Bare gold NPs (∼55 nm in diameter) were synthesized
according to the same method as the one used to prepare the
SHINERS NP core and used for comparison. These shell-isolated
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NPs or bare NPs were then deposited onto Au(hkl) or Pt(hkl)
single crystal hemisphere bead electrodes10 and subsequently
mounted under potential control in a custom-made spectroelec-
trochemical cell9a (a Pt and a Ag/AgCl electrode served as counter
and reference electrodes, respectively). Localized SP modes en-
hance electromagnetic (EM) field strength inNP-NPgaps andNP-
surface gaps during irradiationwith aHeNe laser (λ= 633 nm), and
they boost the intensity of Raman scattering from molecules
adsorbed nearby. Further experimental details are given in the
Supporting Information (SI 1).

SHINERS spectra of pyridine on Au(110) and SERS spectra
of pyridine on bare gold NPs were obtained for comparison under
the same experimental conditions (see SI 2), and two striking
features may be found in Figure 1A. First, SHINERS intensity from
pyridine on Au(111) is comparable to or greater than the SERS
intensity from pyridine on bare gold NPs (see SI 3). We estimated
average experimental EFs of about 106 for SHINERS and 105

for SERS (see SI 4). This result is quite surprising be-
cause SP coupling between gold NPs has long been considered
more efficient than the coupling between NPs and smooth
surface. Second, we found that the potential-dependent intensity
profiles were distinctly different for SHINERS and SERS
(Figure 1A and SI Figure S1). The intensities of the vibrational
bands at 1014 and 1039 cm�1, which are characteristic for
adsorbed pyridine6 and depend strongly on the applied potential,
reach a maximum at�0.20 V in the SHINERS experiment and at
�0.60 V in the SERS experiment.

These two experiments are illustrated in Figure 1B. In
SHINERS, pyridine is adsorbed only on the single crystal surface.
The enhanced Raman scattering originates exclusively from
pyridine molecules adsorbed on this surface since the pinhole-
free (see SI 5) SHINERS NPs are chemically and electrically
inert. In the SERS experiment, a smooth polycrystalline gold
surface is used instead of a single crystal one because the NPs
themselves are polycrystalline. Pyridine is adsorbed both on the
bare gold NPs and on the smooth gold surface, but the EM field
strength is maximized in the spaces between bare gold NPs (see
SI 3) and therefore most of the signal arises from pyridine
molecules located there. Consequently, bare gold NPs cannot
provide enhanced Raman information from adsorbed species
and/or surface reactions on well-defined single crystal surfaces.
Our SHINERS method can resolve this problem and, therefore,
has the potential to become a powerful tool in surface science and
related areas.

The 3D-FDTD method11 was used to simulate the EM field
strength in the vicinity of shell-isolated gold NPs and bare gold
NPs in order to better understand the nature of the strong
Raman scattering from pyridine on Au(110) in our SHINERS
experiments. Figure 2 shows that the placement of two SHI-
NERS NPs (2 nm spacing between their silica shells) on a free-
electron metal support leads to a very efficient transfer of the
location of greatest EM field enhancement, the so-called “hot-
spot”, from the NP-NP gap to the NP-surface gap. The theore-
tical EF for the hotspot in Figure 2B is calculated as 5 � 107.

Figure 2 also shows that the field distribution is not uniform.
However, the intensity of an experimentally obtained Raman
signal represents the sum of contributions from molecules
located all over the substrate. Therefore, we also calculated an
average SHINERS intensity by integrating over the entire area
modeled, which includes regions of high (red), moderate
(yellow-green), and weak (blue) enhancement. The average EF
obtained in this way is about 4 � 105. This value is in agreement
with our experimental observations if we assume a chemical EF of
about 10.12 The magnitude of the enhancement was unexpected
because the incident light was polarized horizontally from NP
center to NP center rather than vertically, and it has long been
thought that the hotspot for all kinds of surface-immobilizedNPs is
located between the NPs. In fact, this unexpected transfer of the
hotspot from the gap between NPs to the gap between NP and
support provides a unique opportunity for the characterization of
adsorbed species on a wide range of surfaces by efficient and
selective enhancement of Raman scattering.

Comparative experiments of pyridine adsorbed on the three
low-index unreconstructed Au(hkl)-(1 � 1) single crystal sur-
faces13 show that SHINERS intensity is strongly dependent on
the surface crystallographic orientation. Figure 3A illustrates the
trend at a substrate potential of 0.00 V. The Raman signal from
Au(110) is about eight times stronger than that obtained from
Au(100) and about 30 times stronger than that obtained from
Au(111). We note that the latter of these two values is much too
large to be causedby a change in the orientationof adsorbedpyridine.
Figure 3B further illustrates that this trend is rather independent of
the applied electrode potential. Dielectric properties of the surface,
such as the ones inherent in electroreflectance (ER), substra-
te�adsorbate coordination, and interactions of solvent molecules
(water) with pyridine and the various gold surfaces, may
contribute to the large intensity differences observed.

In an attempt to better understand this surface crystallo-
graphic orientation dependent Raman effect, we performed
slab-model based DFT calculations using the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP).14 In particular, we calculated the
interaction energy Eint(Py-S) for pyridine and the surface, the zz
component of the polarizabilityα of the clean and pyridine-modified

Figure 1. (A) SHINERS spectra of pyridine on Au(110) and SERS
spectra of pyridine on bare 55 nm gold NPs at different potentials.
Solution: 10 mM pyridine + 0.1 M NaClO4. (B) Schematic diagrams of
the SHINERS and SERS experiments. The EM field strength is re-
presented by the following color code: red (strong) and blue (weak). For
details of the FDTD simulations see Figure 2.

Figure 2. 3D-FDTD simulations showing EM field distribution in a
plane through the interparticle axis for a SHINERS NP dimer in air (A),
and the same dimer placed on a perfectly smooth gold surface (B).
Direction of incidence and polarization of the 632.8 nm excitation laser
are as shown. The diameter of the gold core is 55 nm, the thickness of the
silica shell is 2 nm, and the distance between the NPs is 2 nm.
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surface, and the Raman scattering factor for the υ1 ring breathing
mode around 1012 cm�1 in the static limit. Table 1 shows that the
interactionbetweenpyridine and a gold surface increases in theorder
Au(111) < Au(100) < Au(110). This trend is consistent with the
experimental Gibbs energies of pyridine adsorbed on the Au(hkl)
surface using chronocoulometry.13 In the same sequence, both the
clean surface and the pyridine-modified surface become increasingly
polarizable in the z direction and theRaman intensity of theυ1mode
gets stronger from Au(111) to Au(110) (computational details are
given in SI 6). We note that this first principle simulation of the
pyridine-Au(hkl) system reproduces the trend in, but not the
magnitudes of, the experimentally observed Raman intensities of
theυ1mode. Clearly, then, the high intensities seen in the SHINERS
data in Figure 1A and Figure 3 are not dominated by contributions
from chemisorption of the adsorbate.

Next we explore the role of the polarizability α. The micro-
scopic quantity α is connected with the macroscopic quantity
dielectric constant, ε, through the approximated Clausius�
Mossotti relation15 (ε � εm)/(ε + 2εm) = 4πα/3V (where εm
is the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium and V is the
volume of the cell). Different polarizabilities αzz of the clean and
pyridine-modified Au(hkl) surfaces, as obtained in the DFT
calculations (although they are static ones), may reflect different
dielectric constants of the three low-index gold electrodes.
Furthermore, these different dielectric constants may lead to
distinct EM coupling between our SHINERS NPs and the
different crystallographic orientation. The facet-dependent

dielectric properties can be correlated with optical transitions
involving surface states; then the dielectric constants can in
principle be extracted from experimental ER spectra.16 Liu et al.
reported that the absorption energy of Au(110) in aqueous
HClO4 or NaF electrolyte is in a broad potential range much
larger (above 3 eV) than that of Au(111) and Au(100) under
identical experimental conditions.17 This trend reveals that the
imaginary part of the dielectric function, εim, for Au(110) should
be much smaller than εim for Au(111) and Au(100) when
illuminated with a red laser (632.8 nm in wavelength, 1.96 eV
in energy).18 A detailed theoretical analysis of the correlation
between dielectric constants and excitation energies is given in SI
7. Furthermore, the Clausius�Mossotti relation predicts that the
imaginary part of the dielectric constant of a metal, εim, dom-
inates the enhanced EM field if the resonant condition
|εre + 2εm| ≈ 0 (also known as the Fr€ohlich condition) is
fulfilled.15 Therefore, the higher Raman intensity on the Au(110)
system can be attributed to a much stronger EM field originating
from the smaller value of εim. This smaller value of εim means
less absorption at 1.96 eV and translates into a higher ER for
the Au(110) surface. We conclude that the facet-dependent
SHINERS intensity reported here for pyridine on low-index
Au(hkl)-(1 � 1) surfaces is most probably dominated by the
dielectric properties of the interface.

In an attempt to generalize our observations with pyridine on
Au(hkl), we also carried out preliminary experiments with
Pt(hkl) electrodes, a nontraditional SERS substrate. The data
plotted in Figure 4A present the first high-quality Raman spectra
on the three low-index facets of platinum single crystals under
electrochemical conditions. The average EF for Pt(110) is about
105, which is as high as the one obtained for bare gold NPs on
smooth gold (see SI 4). We also note that this value is
significantly higher than the EF obtained for electrochemi-
cally roughened platinum electrodes (EF ≈ 102) or gold-core
platinum-shell NPs (EF ≈ 104).6 Figure 4B shows the potential
dependence of the normalized SHINERS intensity for pyridine on
Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110). Low-index Pt(hkl) surfaces show
the same qualitative trend in SHINERS intensity as Au(hkl) ones
do, except that a common maximum occurs at about�0.4 V. The
SHINERS intensity for Pt(110) is about three times stronger as
compared to Pt(100) and about ten times stronger than that for
Pt(111). We also note that the dependence of the intensity for
Pt(hkl) on the crystallographic orientation is not as significant as
that for Au(hkl). This is probably related to dielectric properties
and the resulting smaller ER for platinum electrodes, and it
supports the explanation we proposed for Au(hkl).

Table 1. Calculated Bond Length of N�Au, the Interaction
Energies for Pyridine and the Surfaces, zz Component of the
Polarizability αzz for the Clean Surface (S) and for the
Pyridine-Surface (Py-S) Complexes, and the Raman Scatter-
ing Factor S1 for the υ1 Ring Breathing Mode

αzz ( � 104)

Py-Au(hkl)-

(2 � 2) B(N-Au)a
Eint

(Py-S)b (S)c (Py-S)c S1 ( � 105)d

Au(111) 2.592 16.1 2.626 3.264 1.8

Au(100) 2.440 27.6 2.641 3.360 5.0

Au(110) e 2.328 42.3 2.827 3.661 5.2

Au(110) f 2.342 41.9 2.827 3.673 6.9
aBond length in Å. b Interaction energy in kJmol�1. c Polarizability in Å3.
dRaman scattering factor in Å4/amu. The definitions of footnotesb�d
are explained in SI 6. eThe Py-Au(110) (2 � 2) configuration with the
pyridine plane site along [001]. fThe Py-Au(110) (2� 2) configuration
with the pyridine plane site along [1 10].

Figure 4. (A) SHINERS spectra of pyridine adsorbed on Pt(111),
Pt(100), and Pt(110) at 0.00 V. Solution: 10 mM pyridine + 0.1 M
NaClO4. (B) Normalized SHINERS intensity for the υ1 ring breathing
mode of pyridine on Pt(111), Pt(100), and Pt(110) at different
potentials. The indicated standard deviation represents the scatter from
measurements at different spots as well as different samples.

Figure 3. (A) SHINERS spectra of pyridine adsorbed on Au(111),
Au(100), and Au(110) at 0.00 V. Solution: 10 mM pyridine + 0.1 M
NaClO4. (B) Normalized SHINERS intensities of the υ1 ring breathing
mode of pyridine onAu(111), Au(100), andAu(110) at different potentials.
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In summary, the proposed SHINERS approach shows strong
Raman signals from pyridine adsorbed on atomically flat, low-
index Au(hkl) and Pt(hkl) single crystal electrodes. The average
EF reaches 106 for Au(110) and 105 for Pt(110), which is
comparable to or even higher than what is obtained for bare
gold NPs on smooth gold (a widely adopted SERS substrate).
The experimental trends are confirmed by 3D-FDTD theoretical
simulations.

Based on our DFT calculations and theoretical analysis, we
conclude that the SHINERS intensities observed for pyridine on
Au(hkl) and Pt(hkl) are dominated by dielectric properties of the
single crystal surfaces, which leads to a considerably stronger EM
field coupling between our SHINERS NPs and the (110) surface
compared to other low-index surfaces. This facet-dependent
Raman effect should, in principle, also be observed for the
high-index single crystal surfaces; this will be the subject of future
work in our lab.

The present paper illustrates the importance of combining ab
initio polarizability calculations for the clean and adsorbate-
modified electrodes with 3D-FDTD simulations of EM field
distribution. Extending this work to include the effect of solvent
molecules (and other components of the electrolyte), as well as
an applied electric field, may offer exciting opportunities to
represent the experimental system more realistically. The experi-
mental discoveries reported in this communication open up unique
approaches for the characterization of adsorption and reaction
pathways on a wide range of smooth and well-characterized
surfaces, such as single crystal metal and semiconductor electrodes,
which were previously inaccessible due to severe signal-intensity
limitations. Our SHINERS strategy may also be applicable to other
surface spectroscopies, such as infrared absorption or sum fre-
quency generation. SHINERShas tremendous potential for use as a
versatile molecular vibration spectroscopy to study structurally
well-defined surfaces of diverse materials widely used in surface
science, electrochemistry, heterogeneous catalysis, self-assembly,
adhesives, and semiconductor device fabrication.
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